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Permanent Ventilators (for Supply of Combustion Air)
ESSENTIALS
All heating appliances that produce heat from the combustion of carbon based fuels such as gas, oil and solid fuels including 
wood, require enough fresh air from outside for complete combustion and to enable the � ue/chimney to function correctly 
to remove the combustion products safely to the outside. Solid Fuel, Wood and Biomass burning Appliances that draw their 
combustion air from within the dwelling are required by Building Regulations to have installed a � xed permanently open ventilator 
to provide this air from the outside of the dwelling.  Without adequate ventilation there is a danger that the combustion process 
will be incomplete producing large amounts of carbon monoxide and also that the function of the � ue will be impaired.  This 
combination can cause emissions of poisonous gases to the room resulting in sickness and ultimately death to the occupants.

AIR REQUIREMENTS FOR SOLID MINERAL FUEL
& WOOD BURNING APPLIANCES
Building Regulations (Approved Document J) give guidance that should be followed on the amount of air that solid fuel 
appliances require. For closed appliances this is based mainly on their rated heat output. Less e�  cient appliances such as simple 
open � res require more air than closed appliances because of the additional air that enters the appliance above the � rebed and 
the regulations give separate guidance on this. The information given below is for quick reference and is extracted from Table 1, 
Section 2 of the Building Regulations Approved Document J: 2010; Combustion Appliances and Fuel Storage Systems. 

Please Note:  The air requirement for other fuels (e.g. oil and gas) will be di� erent.

CLOSED APPLIANCES E.G. STOVES, RANGE COOKERS OR INDEPENDENT BOILERS
For closed appliances without any draught stabilizer � tted installed in a building where the design air permeability is greater 
than 5.0 m3/h.m2, the air requirement is 550 mm2 per kW of rated output above 5kW e.g. for 8 kW this would be: 

(8-5) x 550 = 3 x 550 = 1,650 mm2/16.5cm2. If the building’s design air permeability is less than 5.0 m3/h.m2 the air 
requirement is 550mm2 per kW of rated output. 

If the appliance has a � ue draught stabilizer � tted then the following air requirements apply: 

Installations in buildings where the design air permeability is greater than 5.0 m3/h.m2 ; For the � rst 5 kW of rated output add 
300mm2 per kW and then from 5 kW upwards, add 850mm2 per kW. e.g. for 8 kW the air requirement would be: 

(5x300) + (3x850) = 4,050 mm2/40.5cm2. If the building’s design air permeability is less than 5.0 m3/h.m2; add 850mm2 per kW 
of rated output.

Please Note:  A dwelling constructed before 2008 is unlikely to have an air permeability less than 5.0 m3/h.m2 at 50Pa unless 
extensive measures have been taken to improve air tightness. Appendix F of Approved Document J gives additional details.

OPEN FIRES
If the open � re is the simple inset type incorporating a throat forming lintel or gather then the air requirement would be 
50% of the cross-sectional area of the throat opening. If the open � re is the free-standing type which does not incorporate 
a throat then the air requirement would be 50% of the cross-sectional area of the � ue. Detailed guidance with examples is 
given in Approved Document J.

For simple inset open � res with a throat the guidance states that the following air requirement is necessary based on the 
width of the � re opening:

For � replace openings greater than 500mm in width or freestanding open � res that are open to the room on more than one 
side please see the additional guidance given in Approved Document J.

Permanent Ventilators 
(for Supply of Combustion Air)

• 350mm fire opening = 14,500 mm2/145cm2

• 400mm fire opening = 16,500 mm2/165cm2

• 450 mm fire opening = 18,500 mm2/185cm2

• 500 mm fire opening = 20,500 mm2/205cm2
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DETERMINING THE SIZE OF THE VENTILATOR
Reference should be made to the Building Regulations and appliance manufacturer’s instructions to determine the output 
of the appliance and the amount of ventilation required before any installation. Having established how much ventilation 
is required for the appliance to operate e� ectively, selecting the correctly sized ventilator to provide adequate combustion 
air is essential. For anything other than simple ventilators such as air bricks, geometrically measuring the free area on a 
ventilator’s grille may not always be an accurate way to determine the ventilator’s true air intake capacity, although this may 
be the only method available when checking an existing installation.

A value, determined by dynamic testing called the “equivalent area” is considered to be the only true value for a complex ventilator 
to show how much air it is e� ectively providing. Things such as internal ba�  es, the length of the connecting duct or � tment of 
a weather cowl may a� ect the equivalent area and only dynamic testing can ascertain a precise “equivalent area”.  Although the 
regulations give guidance on how to measure geometrically the free area of any ventilator grille, when considering the size of a 
new vent to install it is recommended that the value of the equivalent free area should be used and not any stated nominal heat 
input of the appliance as this may be for another fuel or appliance type. The ventilators listed in this Guide will all clearly specify 
the equivalent area tested either to BS EN 13141-1:2004 or a dynamic test method developed by Advantica Technology and 
referenced in BS 5440:Part 2:2000. Additional detailed guidance is given in Approved Document J paragraphs 1.10 to 1.23.

GENERAL INFORMATION
There are currently no British Standards covering the design or production of proprietary complex air vents however 
they should generally comply and be installed with the following guidelines taken into consideration:

• BS 493:1995; Specification for airbricks and gratings for wall ventilation.
•  Vents for combustion appliances should be non-closable and should not incorporate any additional screens or gauze.
• The size of ventilator openings should be between 9.5mm and 5mm
•  Vents should not be located externally where they can easily become blocked or flooded or in positions where 

contaminated air may become entrained e.g. in a car port or near a flue terminal from a gas or oil fired appliance.
•  Air vents in internal walls should be located no higher than 450mm from floor level to reduce the spread of smoke 

and fumes in the event of a fire. These internal ventilators should be 50% greater in free area than the vent which 
must also be installed in the external wall to bring in the fresh air from outside.

• Air vents installed in cavity walls should not be staggered and should include a duct or sleeve across the cavity.
•  The ducts or sleeves should also have water baffles incorporated to prevent water transfer from the outside across 

the cavity, otherwise this can cause damp on internal walls. This duct should be of cross-sectional area no less than 
the opening required.

•  In noisy areas acoustic ventilation will be beneficial in reducing transmission of external noise to inside a property.
•  BS EN 13141-1:2004; Ventilation for buildings. Performance testing of components/products for residential ventilation.

Air vents should not communicate with the following:

• Protected areas such as lift shafts or stairwells
• Bathrooms/shower rooms
• Ventilated roof or underfloor areas that connect with other properties

In a� ected areas, consideration should be given to the presence of radon gas particularly when intending to supply air from 
an under� oor space.

MAINTENANCE OF PERMANENT VENTILATORS
Although generally ventilators require little maintenance they should be subject to a regular inspection as part of the 
maintenance programme of the appliance and chimney to ensure that the ventilation remains free of obstruction both from 
external in� uences such as vegetation growth or other obstacles and also internally, for example insect nesting or general 
airborne dust accumulation. When visiting an existing installation, the permanent ventilation should be the subject to a 
check to ensure that it complies with Building Regulations and the guidelines given above.

WARNING NOTICE TO THE CONSUMER
PERMANENT VENTILATION PROVIDED FOR SUPPLYING COMBUSTION APPLIANCES WITH AIR MUST NEVER BE 
BLOCKED OR RESTRICTED. 
See also the note titled ‘Permanent Air Vents’ on page page 147 of  Important Installation, Safety & Maintenance Notes 
of this Guide.

Determining the Size
of the Ventilator
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PURPOSE-MADE VENTILATORS FOR SUPPLYING COMBUSTION AIR

TYPES
These ventilators are manufactured from a variety of materials such as ceramics and UV stable thermo-plastics. They are 
preferably supplied as boxed sets complete with inner and outer grilles with connecting duct-work for bridging cavity walls 
and/or making the connection between the two ventilator openings through solid walls. They may incorporate internal 
ba�  es to reduce sound transmission and draughts created by sudden changes in air pressure, and weather cowls on the 
external grille that help also to reduce the e� ects of draughts and rain ingress.

APPROVALS
Ventilators should comply with Building Regulations & BSI standards. This is normally achieved through BBA certi� cation or a 
test report from an appropriately accredited laboratory to ensure they meet the applicable aspects of the relevant approved 
Building Regulations. The equivalent area for complex ventilators should always be speci� ed by the manufacturer, determined 
using either BS EN 13141-1:2004 or a dynamic test method developed by Advantica Technology & referenced in
BS 5440:Part 2:2000 or for simple ventilators be covered under the BS 493:1995 standard. The equivalent area must be given in an 
unambiguous, easily read manner. Only this equivalent area should be used when specifying the required sizes of ventilators.

THROUGH-WALL PLASTIC VENTILATORS

  Product Name   Approval Status 
  Equivalent  Area 

mm2/cm2   Product Image

 DR 21 Ltd
Beck House, 77 King Street,

Knutsford  WA16 6DX

cdgattie@googlemail.com
www.dr21.myshopify.com

   DR21 Vent  Equivalent area determined by BRE and stated in their test 
report ref.No. P106187-1000 dated 24th October 2016    3400/34.00 

  

 Rytons Building Products Ltd
Design House, Kettering Business Park

Kettering, Northants NN15 6NL

01536 511874 
admin@rytons.com

www.rytons.com

  AC3LP – Rytons Mini 
LookRyt Aircore

 Equivalent Area Value given by BRE test report 
ref. 299723 dated 15-October 2014  3168/31.68 

 

  AC7TUBE – Rytons 125mm Ba�  ed 
AirCore® Tube (358mm L)

 Equivalent Area Values given by BRE test memorandum 
ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013   15500/155

 

  AC7LP – Rytons Ba�  ed 
LookRyt® AirCore®

 Equivalent Area Values determined by Rytons & witnessed 
& con� rmed by BRE ref. CV5192 dated 21 March 2012  7900/79.0 

 

  AC7LPCWL – Rytons Cowled 
Ba�  ed LookRyt® AirCore®

 Equivalent Area Values determined by Rytons & witnessed 
& con� rmed by BRE ref. CV5192 dated 21 March 2012  8100/81.0 

 

  AC10TUBE – Rytons 125mm 
AirCore® Tube (358mm L)

 Equivalent Area Values given by BRE test memorandum 
ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013  23900/239 

 

  AC10LP – Rytons 
LookRyt® AirCore®

 Equivalent Area Values determined by Rytons & witnessed 
& con� rmed by BRE ref. CV5192 dated 21 March 2012   10400/104.0

 

  AC10LPCWL – Rytons Cowled 
LookRyt® AirCore®

  Equivalent Area Values determined by Rytons & witnessed 
& con� rmed by BRE ref. CV5192 dated 21 March 2012  11100/111.0 

 

  ACH75LP – Rytons High 
Rise LookRyt® AirCore®

  Equivalent Area Values determined by Rytons & witnessed 
& con� rmed by BRE ref. CV5192 dated 21 March 2012   6800/68.0

 

Purpose-Made Ventilators for
Supplying Combustion Air
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  Product Name   Approval Status 
  Equivalent  Area 

mm2/cm2   Product Image

 Rytons Building Products Ltd
Design House, Kettering Business Park

Kettering, Northants NN15 6NL

01536 511874 
admin@rytons.com

www.rytons.com

  AAC125LP – Rytons Super Acoustic 
LookRyt® AirCore® (44 dB Dn,e,w)

 Equivalent Area Values given by BRE test memorandum 
ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013   7400/74

 

  AAC125LPCWL - Rytons Cowled 
Super Acoustic LookRyt® AirCore® 

(45 dB Dn,e,w)

 Equivalent Area Values given by BRE test memorandum 
ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013   7200/72

 

  AAH125LP - Rytons High Rise 
Super Acoustic LookRyt® AirCore® 

(44 dB Dn,e,w)

 Equivalent Area Values given by BRE test memorandum 
ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013   6600/66

 

  TCL8 – Rytons 9×3 Ventilation 
Set with Flush Louvre Ventilator

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866: First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013
 9400/94 

 

  TCL8CWL – Rytons 9×3 
Cowled Ventilation Set with 

Flush Louvre Ventilator

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866: First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013
 9100/91 

 

  TAL4000 – Rytons 9×3 
Acoustic AirLiner®

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866: First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013
 17500/175 

 

  TAL4SET  - Rytons 9x3 Acoustic 
AirLiner® Set with Flush Louvre 

Ventilator (38 dB Dn,e,w)

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866:First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013
 5800/58

 

  TAL4CWL – Rytons 9x3 Cowled 
Acoustic AirLiner® Set with Flush 

Louvre Ventilator (39 dB Dn,e,w)

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866:First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013
 5800/58

 

  TCL18 – Rytons 9×6 Ventilation 
Set with Flush Louvre Ventilator

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866: First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013
 17500/175

 

  TCL18CWL – Rytons 9×6 
Cowled Ventilation Set with 

Flush Louvre Ventilator

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866: First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2014
 17200/172

 

  TAL8000 – Rytons 9×6 
Acoustic AirLiner®

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866: First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013
 13500/135

 

  TALSET – Rytons 9x6 Acoustic 
AirLiner® Set with Flush Louvre 

Ventilator  (39 dB Dn,e,w)

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866:First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013
 6300/63

 

  TALCWL –Rytons 9x6 Cowled 
Acoustic AirLiner® Set with Flush 

Louvre Ventilator (42 dB Dn,e,w)

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866:First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013
 5500/55

 

  TCL20 – Rytons 9×9 Ventilation 
Set with Louvre Ventilator

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866: First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013
 26500/265

 

  TCL20CWL – Rytons 9×9 
Cowled Ventilation Set 
with Louvre Ventilator

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866: First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013
 24000/240
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  Product Name   Approval Status 
  Equivalent  Area 

mm2/cm2   Product Image

 Rytons Building Products Ltd
Design House, Kettering Business Park

Kettering, Northants NN15 6NL

01536 511874 
admin@rytons.com

www.rytons.com

  TAL9900 – Rytons 9×9 
Acoustic AirLiner®

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866: First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013
 19100/191

 

  TAL9SET – Rytons 9×9 Acoustic 
AirLiner® Set with Louvre 

Ventilator (39 dB Dn,e,w)

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866: First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref. 283-275 dated 01-March 2013
 13100/131

 

  TAL9CWL – Rytons 9×9 Cowled 
Acoustic AirLiner® Set with 

Louvre Ventilator (40 dB Dn,e,w)

 BBA Agrément Certi� cate No. 11/4866: First Issue: Dated 
19th September 2011. Equivalent Area Values given by BRE 

test memorandum ref 283-275 dated 01-March 2013
 12200/122

 

Equipment Listed on Behalf of
CoGDEM  Carbon Monoxide Alarms
INTRODUCTION
Carbon Monoxide (CO) is a poisonous gas with no taste, colour or smell.  It is produced by the incomplete combustion of carbon 
based fuels (e.g. gas, oil & solid fuels like wood). Tragically each year people die because of CO poisoning - others are made ill.

The causes of these deaths usually relate to the incorrect installation of the heater, lack of maintenance of the appliance and 
its chimney or to inadequate air supply for the appliance to function properly. Changes to the building regulations which 
came into e� ect in October 2010 mean that whenever a new or replacement � xed solid fuel or wood/biomass appliance is 
installed in a dwelling a carbon monoxide alarm must be � tted in the same room as the appliance.  Further guidance on the 
installation of the carbon monoxide alarm is available in BS EN 50292 and from the alarm manufacturer’s instructions. 

Carbon monoxide alarms are readily available and the British Standards Institution has published a Standard (BS EN 50291) 
for electrical apparatus designed to detect carbon monoxide in domestic premises and to provide an alarm to alert the 
householder to its presence.  In this section of the Guide HETAS list a range of these devices supplied by members of the 
Council of Gas Detection and Environmental Monitoring (CoGDEM), which are claimed, or certi� ed, to be manufactured to 
BS EN 50291 and which are suitable for use with solid fuel heating appliances.

Purchasers & speci� ers must understand that claims recorded in the Approval Status area as “Manufacturer claims to BS EN 50291” 
is a claim of the manufacturer alone and has not been endorsed by HETAS or any Independent Certi� cation/Approval body.  
Where the claim in the Approval status column quotes a BSI Kitemark, this indicates the product has been independently assessed 
by the BSI which is one of the UK bodies entitled to engage in third party certi� cation and product monitoring. Purchasers & 
speci� ers should use BS EN 50291 as a basis for product selection.  The older standard, BS7860, was withdrawn in 2006.  CoGDEM 
does not recommend using  “colour change” indicator cards, as these do not have an audible alarm and have very limited lifetimes.

It is now mandatory to � t a CO alarm whenever a new or replacement solid fuel appliance is installed in a dwelling. 
When choosing an alarm for this purpose or to upgrade an existing installation to current regulations please refer 
to Approved Document J; October 2010: paragraphs 2.34 to 2.36.  This alarm must be a permanently installed type, 
rather than a portable type, be powered by a battery designed to operate for the working life of the alarm and should 
incorporate self-test and audible alert if the battery or sensor develop a fault.

The alarm manufacturer’s installation and operating instructions must be strictly conformed to at all times. The British and 
European Standard (BS EN 50292) has been produced as a guide on the selection, installation, use and maintenance of these 
detectors/alarms and should be adhered to.

No safety device is infallible and should never be taken as a substitute for correct initial appliance installation or for 
regular & e� ective chimney sweeping and proper appliance operation & maintenance by a HETAS Registered Installer.
When an alarm is activated or if fume emission from an appliance is detected the � ame should be extinguished, 
the room evacuated and doors & windows opened. The appliance must not be used again until checked by a HETAS 
Registered Installer and shown to be in safe working order.

Further information on CoGDEM (The Council of Gas Detection and Environmental Monitoring)is available from: 
CoGDEM, Unit 9, Knowl Piece Business Centre, Wilbury Way, Hitchin, Herts, SG4 0TY
01462  434322   Fax: 01462 434488    Helpline: 0800 1694 457
admin@cogdem.org.uk                            www.cogdem.org.uk

Carbon Monoxide Alarms
  



Rytons 3” Mini LookRyt AirCore
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Make quick and easy venting 
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www.vents.co.uk
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www.midtherm.co.uk




